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1.Luke wants to use a single computer to run two separate Domino servers. Which one of the 
following types of servers should he use to accomplish this? 

A.A Virtual server 

B.A Multiple server 

C.A Clustered server 

D.A Partitioned server 

Correct:D  
2.When viewing the NOTES.INI on the server, Joe noticed the task Rdebug in the ServerTasks= 
line. Which one of the following best describes this task? 

A.It enables the remote debugger for agents. 

B.It monitors the Administration Requests database for errors. 

C.It automatically detects bugs in agents running on the server. 

D.It monitors the server for agents that encounter errors when running. 

Correct:A  
3.During user registration, migration of users CANNOT take place from which one of the following 
sources? 

A.Eudora 

B.Lotus cc:Mail 

C.Microsoft Mail 

D.Any LDAP Directory in an LDIF format 

Correct:A  
4.To which one of the following files does the Activity Log write activity information? 

A.Log.nsf 

B.Noteslog.nsf 

C.Serverlog.nsf 

D.Activitylog.nsf 

Correct:A  
5.Rolf is setting up a Domino environment consisting of multiple domains. Which one of the 
following can he do to make the addressing information from all of the domains available to the 
company's mobile Notes users? 

A.Set up Cascading Address Books on the Domino servers. 

B.Add the MOBILE_DIRECTORY=1 variable to each user's NOTES.INI file. 

C.Set up Master Address Books on the Domino servers and replicate locally to the users' laptops. 

D.Create a Directory Catalog that includes each domain's user information and replicate it to users' 

laptops. 

Correct:D  
6.Which one of the following statements regarding the Certificate Authority (CA) is true? 

A.The CA issues Internet certificates only. 

B.Access to the certifier ID must be granted. 

C.The CA issues Lotus Notes certificates only. 

D.The CA issues both Lotus Notes and Internet certificates. 

Correct:D  
7.Joe is planning on implementing multi-user workstations within his organization. Joe is 
concerned that multi-user workstations will use up a large amount of space. Which one of the 
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following features should he implement to minimize the space requirements on multi-user 
workstations? 

A.Clean-up 

B.Daily Remove 

C.Automatic Delete 

D.Automatic Refresh 

Correct:A  
8.Which one of the following best describes a centralized directory structure? 

A.A centralized directory structure is not supported. 

B.Only one server has a names.nsf and all other servers reference it. 

C.A small number of servers store a full Domino Directory, while most servers store only configuration 

information. 

D.A small number of servers store configuration information, while most servers store full Domino 

Directory information. 

Correct:C  
9.The documents in the safetypolicies.nsf database contain many graphics. Users are 
complaining that the documents are taking too long to open. Which one of the following database 
settings can John enable to improve performance? 

A.Disable graphic display 

B.Display images after loading 

C.Don't allow headline monitoring 

D.Document table bitmap optimization 

Correct:B  
10.Rolf is configuring Internet clustering. In which one of the following can he NOT place the 
Internet Cluster Manager? 

A.On each server in the cluster 

B.On only one server in the cluster 

C.On a single server outside the domain 

D.On a server outside of the cluster but inside the domain 

Correct:C    


